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 NOW YOU  SEE  THEM…BUT FOR HOW LONG ? NEW EXHIBIT SHINES LIGHT ON DISAPPEARING TREES 

 

Vanishing Acts: Trees Under Threat exhibit inspires people to save endangered trees and shows how trees enrich our lives 

Giant Panda or Wollemi Pine: Which one is more endangered in the wild? The answer may surprise people. There are less than 100 

mature Wollemi pines in the wild, compared to 2,500 mature wild giant pandas. 

Vanishing Acts:  Trees Under Threat, a new traveling exhibit premiering at Boone County Arboretum from June 1 to August 31 seeks 

to increase public awareness of the precarious future of the World’s endangered trees. “You might not hear a lot about globally 

endangered trees, but it’s a problem as serious as the plight of endangered animals. In many cases, they both are losing habitat to the 

same forces. The exhibit helps people understand why we all must protect globally endangered trees, and how everyone can act as a 

champion for trees,” said  Kris Stone, Director of Boone County Arboretum. 

Viewers are invited to embark upon a global journey exploring 15 compelling tree stories from around the world. Each story reflects 

the exhibit’s primary theme—that we must protect and save endangered trees so that future generations may experience their 

numerous benefits, including medicinal, agricultural, ecological and aesthetic. 

Here are a few examples of endangered trees and their benefits: 

 Pacific Yew. Thousands of people are alive today because of a chemotherapy drug paclitaxel, which originally derived from a 

chemical in the Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia). It is used for breast, ovarian, and lung cancer treatment. 

 Wild Apple. The wild apple (Malus sieversii) is the primary ancestor of domesticated apples. Wild apple is more genetically 

diverse than the ones we eat, which are primarily cloned by grafting and tissue culture. The wild apple can be used to breed 

better, disease-resistant apples. 

 Pau Brasil. Fibers from Pau brasil (Caesalpinia echinata) are required for making performance-quality stringed instrument bows.  

The extinction of Pau brasil could threaten the world’s great music. 

These and more than 8,000 tree species—10 percent of the world’s total—are threatened with extinction, according to the World List 

of Threatened Trees. Vanishing Acts calls attention to the many threats facing trees today, including unsustainable harvesting, land-

use changes, invasive species, climate change, and pollution. The exhibit acknowledges the often complex circumstances in which 

immediate human needs compete with long-term sustainability. 

―”Vanishing Acts elucidates how dire the situation is for many trees across the globe. In sharing this kind of information, we hope 

that the exhibit will encourage people to take direct action to 

help trees,” said Kunso Kim, Head of Collections and Curator of The Morton Arboretum in Lisle, IL. 

The Morton Arboretum developed and produced the exhibit in association with the Global Trees Campaign, a partnership between 

Fauna and Flora International and Botanic Gardens Conservation International.  The Global Trees Campaign  focuses  on  building  

awareness, support, and conservation efforts to save the world’s most endangered trees from extinction. 

The Morton Arboretum, a world-renowned leader in tree science and education, is a 1,700-acre 

outdoor museum outside of Chicago, IL, featuring magnificent collections of 4,117 kinds of trees, shrubs, and other plants from 

around the world. 

The exhibit demonstrates graphically that ecosystems are shaped by cause and effect. For example, the disappearance of an 

individual tree can endanger the living conditions for surrounding plants, animals, and insects. Protecting trees helps promote the 

health of their ecosystems, because a more diverse group of plants, animals, and insects can respond to changes better than a place 

where there is less biological diversity. 

Exhibit panels include world maps showing where the trees live, and engaging stories about vital conservation efforts. Viewers will 

find simple, specific action steps to promote tree conservation efforts, including planting trees, supporting organizations that plant 

and protect trees, and sharing what they’ve learned with others. 

Funding for this exhibit comes from The Morton Arboretum and the U.S. Institute for Museum and Library Services, Museums for 

America Grant Program. 


